
  

  

Key stage 2 (KS2) English writing teacher assessment 
moderation: national training 2019/20  
Commentaries 

Pupil A – working at the expected standard 
This collection includes:  

A) a short story 
B) a recount 
C) a letter 
D) a short story 
E) a balanced argument 
F) a science investigation 

All of the statements for ‘working towards the expected standard’ and ‘working at the 
expected standard’ are met.  

For the purposes of this training, this commentary is for 3 ‘pupil can’ statements and not all 
pieces are referenced in each statement. 

The pupil can write effectively for a range of purposes and audiences, 
selecting language that shows good awareness of the reader (e.g. the 
use of the first person in a diary; direct address in instructions and 
persuasive writing) 

Across the pieces, the pupil writes effectively for a range of purposes and audiences. 

The first-person recount of a school ‘Viking Day’ (piece B) provides a straightforward 
chronological account of a special event at school helping the reader to imagine the events 
in the order that these were experienced by the writer. 

Written for a familiar audience (the children’s parents), it is an example of informal writing, 
appropriately interspersed with simple personal comments and observation (It was really 
fun… this really loud horn that I’m pretty much certain the whole school heard), perhaps 
lacking the consistent tone that would be seen in the writing of a child working at greater 
depth within the expected standard. 

The account is personal, relayed through the first person as is appropriate for a familiar 
audience and a real-life account. 
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The opening paragraph successfully engages the reader and creates a sense of intrigue by 
deliberately withholding information (When I walked into the hall, I turned my head and saw 
the most peculiar sight). 

An appropriate level of detail provides the intended reader with a clear picture of the day’s 
events: the description of the ‘Viking’, the Viking words and clothing, and the activities in 
which the writer participated (It was a man, dressed in linen, who had very long hair… We 
had to put these on, starting with a tunic). 

An informal, conversational tone is maintained throughout, which is appropriate for a 
recount and confirms the familiarity between the author and the reader (We had to put 
these on… everyone was looking at us… Suddenly DONG!!... It was really fun… pretty 
much certain… At the very, very end). 

The inclusion of personal comments reveal the writer’s emotions, reactions and 
observations and provides an insight into who the writer is (saw the most peculiar sight… 
very welcoming, of course… I didn’t know what he meant… he was really funny… everyone 
was looking at us, obviously… It was really fun… pretty much certain the whole school 
heard… which was really hard). 

The writer’s enthusiasm adds authenticity to the personal account, although phrases 
sometimes lack precision (very long… really funny… really fun… really hard… very 
interesting). 

The companion piece to the Viking Day recount is a letter of thanks (piece C) to the leader 
of the Viking workshop, outlining some of the most enjoyable aspects of the visit and 
making recommendations for future visits. 

The structure of a letter is used appropriately, with the correct greeting and closing.  

The writer shows an awareness of audience and purpose, using a different tone when 
reflecting on the day to thank the visitor (piece C) rather than an audience of parents (piece 
B). This is not always perfectly realised and not always maintained throughout, but the letter 
attempts some formality (I would like to thank you for… I hope you can take my idea on 
board). 

Some minor edits have been made at the point of writing to improve and maintain an 
appropriate level of formality (I was most intrigued), although less formal vocabulary and 
structures are used as the writer becomes involved in the writing and loses some control 
over the level of formality required for this letter (telling us that story about… otherwise we 
would have blown the roof off!… It was really, really cool). 

The writer gives a sense of their personal experience, which adds warmth and supports a 
genuine ‘thank you’ (It was really good fun… I enjoyed it because… I loved it when… I tried 
as hard as I could).  
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The pupil can select vocabulary and grammatical structures that reflect 
what the writing requires, doing this mostly appropriately (e.g. using 
contracted forms in dialogues in narrative; using passive verbs to affect 
how information is presented; using modal verbs to suggest degrees of 
possibility). 

Piece D retells the story of Shakespeare’s ‘Macbeth’ as a third-person narrative. Adverbs 
(loudly, creepily) and expanded noun phrases (three raggedy hags… the second haggard 
witch) are used to specify and add detail concisely.  

Many of the vocabulary choices and grammatical structures used show an understanding of 
the tone appropriate to a retelling of a Shakespeare play. This includes attempts at using 
archaic language (two weary knights, who came by the names of Macbeth and Banquo… 
“Rejoice!” Donalbain... shouted happily); although this is not always executed and 
maintained correctly and consistently (all of that had happened to him that day) and the 
writing occasionally slips into informal, contemporary vocabulary (“do the dirty work”… 
Chop! Woosh! Squish! Drip!... “Yay!”). 

Noun phrases and other carefully chosen words create a mysterious atmosphere and a 
wild, rugged, medieval setting (One spooky midnight… trudging through the misty, murky 
moors… raggedy hags… King’s wooden door… “Beware Birnam Woods!”). However, the 
drama of the events is not always supported through some imprecise vocabulary choices 
(the dagger dropped into the king’s wounded body… He tried not to get blood everywhere, 
but he just couldn’t help it!). 

The writer chooses to repeat specific grammatical structures using co-ordination (but), 
drawing effectively on precise choices of nouns (power… vengence) to emphasise the 
contrast between the characters’ motives, and between Macbeth’s expectation and reality. 

Use of the passive form, reflecting the language of ghost stories or some traditional tales 
the writer has read (But the disgusting hags were no were where to be seen), underlines 
the mysterious way the witches have disappeared. This builds up suspense.  

The perfect form of the passive draws the story to an end effectively (Justice had been 
done). 

The pupil can use a range of devices to build cohesion (e.g. 
conjunctions, adverbials of time and place, pronouns, synonyms) within 
and across paragraphs 

The short, balanced argument (piece E) presents 2 contrasting views of graffiti. 

Cohesion is achieved within and across the 4 paragraphs through the use of adverbs 
(Consquently… however) and through the use of contrast (while other people believe… on 
the other hand… on the contrary) to signal the opposing points of view. 

A multi-clause sentence containing co-ordination (and… but) and subordination (if) skilfully 
balances the negative side of graffiti (rude… ofensive… quite scary) with the consequences 
for perpetrators if caught. 
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‘Graffiti’ is repeated throughout the text to keep the subject uppermost in the reader’s mind 
(graffiti symbolises… some graffiti… graffiti is mostly… places for graffiti… graffiti is). At 
other times, synonyms are also used to avoid repetition of the subject. For example, graffiti 
becomes vandalism. 

Careful vocabulary choices distinguish between the positive and negative aspects of graffiti 
(artists can be recognised… perpetrators get caught). 

Adverbs are used to indicate how points are connected or contrasted (consquently… 
however) and to emphasise a concluding point (clearly) and drive home the strength of the 
writer’s opinion (severly). 

In the short account of a science experiment (piece F), repetition is used to ensure the 
reader understands who is conducting the actions described (we did an experiment… My 
prediction… We used… Then we… As we). 

Adverbials are used to sequence actions chronologically through the text (Last week… 
Firstly… Then). 

The text overall is clear, with helpful headings (method… equipment… conclusion) and a 
simple table of results to support the reader. 

Contrasting outcomes are indicated with conjunctions (if it buzzed… but if it didn’t). 

Pronouns are used to avoid repetition (if it buzzed, then that would mean the object acted 
as a cell… travel up to the copper strip, which becomes). 
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Key stage 2 English writing training exercise 2 
commentary  
Pupil B – working towards the expected standard 
This collection includes:  

A) a character description  
B) a promotional leaflet  
C) a first-person narrative  
D) a non-chronological report  
E) a legend  
F) a letter 

All of the statements for ‘working towards the expected standard’ are met.  

The pupil can write for a range of purposes  

Across the collection, the pupil writes for different purposes. A promotional leaflet is based 
on the exploration of ‘Charlie and the Chocolate Factory’, as is a description of the 
renowned fictional chocolatier. A highly descriptive first-person narrative details the unusual 
fauna and flora of an imaginary island setting. A non-chronological report describes the 
appearance and behaviour of an invented hybrid creature, which also features within a 
legend set in a small English town. A letter, written in role, describes the daily life of a boy 
who lives with his family in the village of Mim, Ghana. 

The brief introduction to the character description (piece A) provides a context for the 
portrayal of Willy Wonka (a large picture of him on the front page). Expanded noun phrases 
build a detailed image of the subject (a crazy, dazzling man with a hilarious smile... a 
fabulous top hat... a pointy nose) and there is some attempt to use literary language (His 
face was as clean as a Whistle... His arms were dangling tree branches), although this is 
not wholly successful (as happy as an elephant in water). Most sentences consist of a 
single clause, whilst grammatical structures are repetitive (He had... Mr willy wonka had... 
His wonderful cane... His arms... His eyes).  

The promotional leaflet (piece B) uses persuasive techniques to entice potential visitors to 
the new chocolate factory. The direct address to the reader is immediately engaging 
(immerse yourself... Lose yourself... Feast your eyes), whilst expanded noun phrases extol 
the delights on offer (the magnificently wonderful, magical world of chocolate... the 
deliciously wonderful sights and smells... the greatest, latest and top secret inventions... 
Mouth-watering restaurants). Special features (The Great Glass Lift), an opportunity to meet 
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the celebrated chocolatier (Meet the fabulous, inventive Willy Wonka) and the offer of free, 
or money-saving, opportunities (free samples of chocolate... Free parking... Discounts for 
school trips) suggest that this is a visit not to be missed.  

The narrative (piece C) maintains its first-person perspective, describing the writer’s 
observations, actions and reactions (I carried it to sea... I saw something swoop at me... My 
face paled... I could hear something), whilst the third person is used appropriately to 
describe the landscape and its inhabitants (The mountin had a huge arch... It had a creepy 
shiny eye on its shell). Grammatical structures are repetitive (I saw... I carried... I walked... I 
tried) and there is some loss of control within more ambitious multi-clause sentences (I tried 
spraying it with water but nothing happened it started to decay it smelled of rotting fish but 
then I found a snail). 

In keeping with its form, the non-chronological report (piece D) sustains the third person 
throughout, albeit with occasional shifts to the second person to address and engage the 
reader (you can see that his hands are really sticky... it will kill you!). The brief explanatory 
introduction (The Butter Buck, which is a combination of a butterfly, a bear and a duck, is a 
mythical creature) paves the way for an account of the features and behaviour of the 
mythical Butter Buck. Noun phrases, often expanded through the use of relative clauses, 
portray the physical attributes of the creature (a duck mouth that creates a sonic scream... 
duck feet that allow him to swim fast underwater... an aggressive personality which is very 
deadly), whilst adverbs emphasise its abilities (surpprisingly very smart... fly especially fast). 
Despite the density of detail, there is some lack of variation in sentence structure (It has 
beautiful butterfly wings... He has a long snake tail... He eats a fish whole... He also eats... 
He grabs it) and the paragraph on diet comprises mainly single-clause sentences or lists 
(He also eats hamburgers, waffles, hot dogs... He drinks water, coke, 7up... Plus he eats 
strawberry laces). Some well-chosen vocabulary supports the purpose of the piece 
(inhabits... observed... formidable predator... peculiar... ability... aggressive) – however, the 
creature’s incongruous diet (hamburgers, waffles, hot dogs) and implausible habits (robs all 
the food from fast food restraunts) detract from the overall effect. 

The legend (piece E) reflects the pattern of events found in similar, traditional tales – the 
peace and tranquillity of a town (you could hear the birds singing and people chatting... 
never any fights or arguements) is threatened by the arrival of the “mysterious beast” 
(trembled in fear and ran into their homes, locked their doors and hid under the bed) which 
is eventually defeated by the hero who receives his just reward (the people made Harry 
Mayor and give him beer). There is some loss of coherence as the writer attempts to 
advance the action through dialogue (“we are the army”... “Why won’t you die?”... “hang on 
we put a tracker on his car”), whilst the slaying of the beast is more in keeping with the 
superhero genre (He got Kryptonite from his pocket... jumped around and exploded 
everywhere). Some choices of vocabulary support the purpose of the writing (mysterious... 
sewers... deadly... trembled... shivered) – however, less appropriate choices suggest that 
the writer is not yet able to maintain the appropriate form (tracker... Katana... Kryptonite... 
exploded... microphone). 
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The informative purpose of the letter (piece F) is clear. Following a brief introduction, 
specifying members of the family and their accommodation, the pupil paints a simple picture 
of day-to-day life (my mum stays at home... my dad works as a cocoa farmer... we help 
around the house or with the farming). The weather, the brothers’ education and their 
leisure time provide a focal point for discussion (thunder and lightning which is always the 
worst part... I learn how to do sports... he learns to write... we love to play netball), whilst 
simple viewpoints lend authenticity to the piece (my mum and dad find it boring, we find it 
fun... horrible and wet... we love to play). Vocabulary is appropriate, but unadventurous (a 
small cottage... always sunny... really bad weather).  

The pupil can use paragraphs to organise ideas 

In all pieces, ideas are organised into paragraphs or sections of text. 

The leaflet (piece B) organises key points into short, mostly single-sentence, paragraphs 
which promote the wonders within the chocolate factory. 

In the non-chronological report (piece D), the opening paragraph provides an introduction to 
the piece, whilst the subsequent paragraphs deal with the imaginary creature’s appearance 
and physical features (He has a rhino’s ear that can hear at great distances... The eyes can 
see through anything), its diet (He eats a fish whole) and, lastly, its characteristics (brave... 
smart... magical ability... vicious... grumpy... formidable). The character description is 
organised into a brief introduction, an extended description and a brief conclusion, whilst in 
the letter, paragraphs are used to introduce the writer and his family and to organise the 
focal points of interest for the reader. 

The legend (piece E) is organised into a series of paragraphs that supports the chronology 
of events. The opening paragraph sets the scene (Not so long ago, there was a town called 
Hamsbury, that was a peaceful town), whilst subsequent paragraphs develop the plot, 
introducing the dilemma (But one day Hamsbury was attacked), raising and dashing hopes 
(“we are the army. we will deystroy the beast”... “we have nothing left to fight with”) and 
resolving the predicament (“I have a plan”... He had finally killed the beast). In keeping with 
the spirit of traditional tales, the final paragraph concludes the story, allowing the hero his 
moment of glory (He annouced the butterbuck was no more... the people made Harry 
Mayor). In contrast, the first-person narrative (piece C) has a less identifiable chronology – 
ideas are organised into 3 paragraphs, tracing the writer’s journey from the mountains to 
the sea and back, and then around the island. There is some lack of coherence in the final 
paragraph as the reference to walking back to the mountains is followed almost immediately 
by an attempt to swim away from the island.  

The pupil can, in narratives, describe settings and characters  

The first-person narrative (piece C) is immersed in descriptive vocabulary, portraying the 
features of an imaginary landscape and its wildlife. Noun phrases, often modified by relative 
clauses or preposition phrases, support the purpose of the writing, detailing the flora and 
fauna of the island (rocks that looked like deadly teeth that could shread you to pieces... a 
ghostly front... a creepy shiny eye on its shell). There is some attempted use of literary 
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language to engage the reader, although this is not wholly successful (a beastly mountin 
with creepy horns... The red mountin bleeding down like syrup on pancakes... sharper than 
a knife).  

Settings and characters are described in the legend (piece E). The town, initially painted as 
a haven of tranquillity and geniality (peaceful... birds singing... people chatting... never any 
fights or arguements), is swiftly cloaked in a mantle of fear as people flee for their lives 
(trembled... ran into their homes, locked their doors and hid). Despite the confidence of the 
army (“we will deystroy the beast he is no threat to us”), the increasing angst of the 
townsfolk (Everyone shivered... “more scared than before”) gives way to despair (“we have 
nothing teft to fight with he’s too powerful”).  

The hero’s cunning, bravery and resourcefulness are inferred from his actions (“I have a 
plan”… “I can trick the beast and use his weakness against him”… got his Katana and tried 
to kill him… got Kryptonite from his pocket… threw it in his mouth) as is the gratitude of the 
citizens (the people made Harry Mayor). 

The pupil can, in non-narrative writing, use simple devices to structure 
the writing and support the reader (e.g. headings, sub-headings, bullet 
points).  

In the promotional leaflet (piece B), headings guide the reader to points of interest about the 
factory (The Rooms... Key information). A numbered list references significant rooms and 
focal points, clarifying what potential visitors can expect to experience in each (uncover how 
chocolate is made... Where Wonka’s newest creations come to life!), whilst a bullet point list 
draws the reader’s attention to important points of information (Free parking... Special 
events). 

The pupil can use capital letters, full stops, question marks, commas for 
lists and apostrophes for contraction mostly correctly.  

Across the collection, sentences are demarcated with capital letters and full stops mostly 
correctly. Whilst there are occasional errors, such as undemarcated sentence boundaries 
(but nothing happened it started to decay it smelled of rotting fish… we love to play netball 
after school I am alway in goal) and comma splicing (I found a tree, it had lost its leaves… 
My name is Harry, I am writing to you), these mostly tend to occur towards the end of the 
first-person narrative (piece C) and in the letter (piece F). Question marks are used 
correctly to demarcate the 2 questions in the dialogue within the legend (piece E). 

Capital letters are also used, mostly correctly, to indicate proper nouns (Willy Wonka… Mr 
Buckets… Neverbelieve Island… Butter Buck… Hamsbury… Harry… Mim), although there 
are occasional errors (pepsi… fred... george) and inconsistencies (Neverbelieve island). 

Commas are used to separate items in lists (It inhabits water, air and caves… He also eats 
hamburgers, waffles, hot dogs, sausages and chips… enjoyed fishing, feeding ducks and 
shoping) as well as to separate lists of adjectives (the greatest, latest and top secret 
inventions… two long, beautiful but deadly wings).  
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With the exception of ‘someones’, apostrophes for contraction are used consistently and 
correctly throughout (wouldn’t… couldn’t… won’t… It’s… We’re… don’t… he’s). 
Furthermore, there is some correct use of apostrophes for possession (Wonka’s newest 
creations… a rhino’s ear). 

There is some limited evidence of the wider range of punctuation taught at key stage 2 
(KS2), such as brackets to indicate parenthesis (he eats a slice in a second), commas to 
mark fronted adverbials and clauses (Not so long ago, there was… Because the mayor left, 
the people made Harry Mayor) and punctuation of direct speech, although this is neither 
consistent nor secure. 

The pupil can spell correctly most words from the year 3/year 4 spelling 
list, and some words from the year 5/year 6 spelling list 

Words from the statutory year 3/4 spelling list are correctly spelt (heart… Experience… 
Special… island… decide[d]… breathe… Interest[ingly]… through… peculiar… strange… 
thought).  

Some words from the statutory year 5/6 spelling list are correctly spelt (restaurant[s]… 
stomach… especially… aggressive… lightning).  

The pupil can write legibly 

Handwriting is legible. 

Why is the collection not awarded the higher standard? 

The collection cannot be awarded ‘working at the expected standard’ because the ‘pupil 
can’ statements are not met.  

Whilst the pupil writes imaginatively, and with clear enthusiasm, they do not yet write 
effectively for a range of purposes and audiences. There is recognition of the purpose of 
writing – however, this is not always sustained. For example, whilst the legend (piece E) 
initially draws on the structure and language of a traditional tale, it lapses into a more 
contemporary style (“hang on we put a tracker on his car”), portraying the protagonist, who 
is not introduced until the penultimate paragraph, as an identifiable superhero (He got 
Kryptonite from his pocket).  

Despite an emerging range of vocabulary, there is some lack of awareness of the reader 
and choices do not always support the subject matter (a rotten mountin head… He also 
eats hamburgers, waffles, hot dogs... and got a microphone). Noun phrases, although often 
expanded through the use of relative clauses or preposition phrases, tend to be repetitive in 
structure, focusing on basic actions rather than enhancing description (beautiful butterfly 
wings which makes him fly so fast... a quacking sound that shoot you backwards for miles).  

Despite the profusion of relative clauses in some pieces, other forms of subordination are 
limited. For example, in the letter (piece F), clauses tend to be joined by co-ordinating 
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conjunctions and simple subordinators (My mum stays at home so someones their… When 
me and my brother come home we help).  

Grammatical structures are predominantly subject led and often repetitive, resulting in a 
lack of cohesion (He has a long snake tail... he has duck feet... He has a rhino’s ear), whilst 
occasional errors of tense and subject verb agreement suggest that these aspects of writing 
are not yet fully secure (his beedy eyes looks like it was going to threaten me… butterfly 
wings which makes him fly... a quacking sound that shoot you backwards... the people 
made Harry Mayor and give him beer).  

Furthermore, in the letter (piece F), incorrect syntax (my mum and dad is what live 
with... and thanks as it sometimes my parents get time off… who is a lovely adores my big 
brother) renders the writing ungrammatical, impacting on overall coherence. 

In most pieces, sentences are mostly correctly demarcated and there is some use of 
commas for clarity. However, there is only limited evidence of the wider range of 
punctuation taught at KS2. Speech punctuation is insecure and the lack of reporting 
clauses results in some loss of coherence (“we are the army. we will deystroy the beast he 
is no threat to us.” “The beast shall not live. we have the best guns to deystroy it before it 
deystroys us.” “Why won’t you die?” said commander Fred). 
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Key stage 2 English writing training exercise 3 
commentaries 
Pupil C – working at greater depth within the expected standard 
This collection includes:  

A) a short story 
B) a science investigation 
C) an information text 
D) a pair of historical narratives 
E) a continuation of a chapter 
F) a formal letter 

All of the statements for ‘working towards the expected standard’, ‘working at the expected 
standard’, and ‘working at greater depth within the expected standard’ are met.  

The pupil can write effectively for a range of purposes and audiences, 
selecting the appropriate form and drawing independently on what they 
have read as models for their own writing (e.g. literary language, 
characterisation, structure) 

Across the collection as a whole, the pupil demonstrates the ability to write effectively for a 
range of purposes and audiences, selecting and maintaining the appropriate form. The 
pupil draws independently on their experience of reading fiction and non-fiction texts to 
inform their writing – from the narratives depicting scenes from World War 2 to the 
informative piece about a hybrid species and the insightful letter to their headteacher. 

In ‘The Assassin’ (piece A), the writer demonstrates effective narrative technique by 
successfully withholding the identity of the unexpected perpetrator until the very end of the 
story. Although succinct, the piece is satisfyingly structured, with moments of tension 
(waiting for the moment when he would strike… his pulse quickening… preparing to 
pounce) and a humorous mid-point anti-climax (And then…out flew a piece of sewage) 
leading deftly to the conclusion. Well-placed clues (his shaggy dark coat… Hovering above 
him… Swoop!) and the restrained ending (A dead rat lay on the cobbled street) combine 
with literary language (as the crescent moon was released from its prison… this 
embarrassment of a murder… the gloom sweeping over him in a curtain of black) to create 
an assured and skilful short narrative. 
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The write-up of a class science investigation (piece B) provides a detailed analysis of the 
experiment. It sets out the aim in the form of a question and offers a hypothesis, using 
scientific reasoning (this is because… However, when too much… the bean will… therefore 
making it). The method is provided through a combination of commands and statements, 
supported by a list of equipment and a diagram, whilst the results are appropriately set out 
in tabular form. The conclusion presents a detailed explanation of the results, recognising 
the shortcomings of the original hypothesis, whilst the final evaluation considers the validity 
of the test, acknowledging the unreliability of some aspects of the investigation and 
reflecting on ways in which it might be improved. Subheadings provide helpful signposting, 
whilst multi-clause sentences, incorporating co-ordination and subordination, enable the 
writer to integrate layers of explanatory detail (Using this formula […], I can see that when 
using three marbles, there is less space in the magic bean and, when using one marble, 
there is more space, but not much weight when turning, so it cannot propel itself at speed). 

The text on the hybrid species (piece C), presented as an informative article with helpful 
subheadings and an illustration, maintains its form throughout, providing the reader with a 
convincing account of this fictitious new species. The use of scientific names (Panthera 
concolor… Felidae), precise, subject-specific vocabulary (interbreed… carnivorous… 
prey… continent) and expanded noun phrases (an interbreed of the African leopard – its 
mother – and the North American cougar – its father… the grasping of prey… a unique way 
of hunting… a highly developed sense of smell… the plentiful supply of food) creates a 
knowledgeable and authoritative tone, whilst telling choices of adjectives (unique) and 
adverbs (incredibly) subtly indicate the writer’s admiration for the creature. 

The historical narratives (piece D), inspired by the pupil’s immersion in the World War 2 
period, recreate scenes from wartime Britain largely through the eyes of children. The diary 
focuses on the days surrounding the declaration of war, convincingly presented through the 
eyes of a young schoolboy more preoccupied with childish pursuits. A sense of authenticity 
is created through the choice of language drawn from the pupil’s reading (Mrs Jones’ corner 
shop… counted our pennies… got a proper spanking… reading my comic… The wireless 
was on), although there are occasional glimpses of a more contemporary voice (tasty 
orange tangos… completely freaked out). Narrative structure is controlled and assured – 
each diary entry opens with a sense of anticipation (My day started off like this… It was 
hilarious… I woke up […] about what had happened last night) and closes with a neatly 
satisfying ending (however, it was better than no sweets at all… ready to write in my book… 
This was really bad, I thought). Furthermore, by slowly revealing the previously unseen 
Anderson shelters through the unknowing eyes of the young diarist (crowding around 
something… saw what everyone was looking at… saw Dad building something… It was like 
the thing at school… I asked what it was), the writer creates an air of intrigue and a 
suggestion of innocence soon to be destroyed. 

The companion third-person narrative (piece D) uses literary language effectively (radiated 
with a sadness that had never been felt before… long-bladed grass swarmed the 
surrounding area with marigolds [like broods of shaggy suns] facing upward, deep in 
thought… an old bronze key that she stabbed blindly into the lock), whilst the use of an 
extended metaphor (into the sea of people… weaved out of the current, trying desperately 
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to navigate himself) successfully conveys the plight of the young evacuee. The 
succinctness of the narrative (piece D) belies the level of detail conveyed, with its snippets 
of telling dialogue (Evacuees with me!... How dare you!... Hmm…that one’s too scruffy… I’ll 
take you, boy. Come on… Get in there, boy!). The ominous “Nothing was said” and hints of 
danger (nightmarish journey… tiny blood-red bricks… Dangerous and sharp, her dark 
eyes… long precarious thorns… stabbed blindly) are suggestive, inviting the reader to 
predict John’s fate. Despite occasionally less successful choices (his jet-black hair… a slice 
of crumbly carrot cake... a short, plump woman), these related pieces do indicate the 
versatility of this young writer. 

The continuation piece (piece E), based on ‘One More River’, successfully recreates the 
style of the novel, presenting the protagonist’s perspective through a third-person limited 
narrator. The somewhat melodramatic reaction of the teenage Lesley is effectively captured 
(The welling of tears transformed into hate: hate for her parents, for the world) as her rather 
superficial and self-centred lifestyle is threatened. Apt choices of vocabulary (piercing... raw 
bitterness... howls... pounded... split) convey the intensity of her emotion, which contrasts 
effectively with her boyfriend’s unexpectedly casual response to her news. The ending is 
economically managed as the reader’s attention is transferred to the “dumbstruck” Lee left 
standing on the doorstep, “his eyes raised in utter shock”. 

The formal letter (piece F), written to the pupil’s headteacher, makes the case against 
homework in a reflective and respectful way. The form of the letter provides the vehicle for 
the writer’s argument, moving with a steady logic from the specific to the general. By 
opening with a personal grievance (As a child currently having to complete large amounts 
of homework… my personal views), the writer extends the argument to a genuine concern 
for fellow pupils (friends and classmates struggle… their anxiety… consequently 
misbehave… feel worthless) and teachers (pressure of this additional workload) before 
broadening the scope to encompass society in general (our country’s poor mental health… 
people in our society struggling to fit socially) and concluding with a plea for the recipient to 
reconsider school policy (must be another way to get your progress and attainment 
measures… I implore you). Rhetorical questions (How do they release their stress […]?... Is 
homework really a valuable measure […]?) and adverbs (personally… Fortunately… 
deeply… Surely... certainly… really) support the letter’s ultimately persuasive purpose and 
reinforce the writer’s stance. 

The pupil can distinguish between the language of speech and writing 
and choose the appropriate register 

Across the collection, the pupil demonstrates the ability to distinguish between the language 
of speech and writing, choosing the appropriate register according to the context. Features 
of language more resonant of speech are deliberately deployed to create an appropriate 
level of informality when required – for example, to create a sense of authenticity in the 
wartime diary. However, when writing for more formal contexts, a suitably formal register is 
adopted, avoiding the language that might otherwise be used in speech. 
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The pupil chooses to adopt an informal register in both the wartime diary (piece D) and the 
short story about an assassin (piece A). The conversational style of the diary’s (piece D) 
opening (My day started off like this) combines with features of spoken language such as 
discourse markers (Anyway, when I finally), sentence fragments (Comical), and a casual 
aside (which it wasn’t) to capture Ned’s speaking voice, creating the easy familiarity 
required. Similarly, the perpetrator’s utterances in ‘The Assassin’ (piece A) (Any time now… 
my time to shine… Dang it!... Easy as you like!) contrast effectively with the more formal 
register used elsewhere in the story (dared to enter his domain… oblivious to his 
whereabouts). 

An appropriately formal register is adopted in the article on the hybrid species (piece C) 
(Despite originating from North America… For reasons unknown… one reason being the 
plentiful supply of food) and in the letter to the headteacher (not equipped with the required 
strategies… caused them to consequently misbehave… it seems to me that), whilst the 
write-up of the science investigation (piece B) adopts a register consistent with the more 
objective style appropriate to the purpose and audience (distribution of space and weight… 
I can conclude that… a requirement for a fair test… was unavailable in our original 
investigation). 

The pupil can exercise an assured and conscious control over levels of 
formality, particularly through manipulating grammar and vocabulary to 
achieve this 

Throughout the collection, levels of formality are consciously controlled according to 
context, audience and purpose. Grammatical structures and vocabulary are manipulated to 
convey differing levels of formality – from the relative informality of the wartime diary (piece 
D) to the more formal information text (piece C) and the letter to the pupil’s headteacher 
(piece F).  

In the satisfyingly succinct short story ‘The Assassin’ (piece A), relatively formal 
grammatical structures combine with vocabulary (for the killer to search the derelict 
alleyway below him… who dared to enter his domain… his pulse quickening with every 
moment that passed… determined to end this embarrassment of a murder… oblivious to 
his whereabouts… A dead rat lay on the cobbled street… readied for the feast ahead), 
adding substance to the crisp narrative. In contrast, the informality of the perpetrator’s 
elliptical utterances (Any time now… my time to shine… Dang it!... Easy as you like!) and 
the humorous sound effects (Grack! Rackt!... Swoop! Rip!) are delightfully incongruous in 
this grisly tale. 

The write-up of a science investigation (piece B) employs a level of formality consistent with 
the demands of this type of writing. Precise vocabulary choices, including the use of 
relevant technical vocabulary (rotate… invalid… template… hypothesis… formula… 
accelaration… propel… mass… variable), and conscious choices of grammar, including the 
subjunctive (If I were to continue this test… If I were to do this again), agentless passives 
(when too much weight is added… this test was considered a fair one) and use of modal 
verbs (I can conclude… This would make the test), support the reasoned tone appropriate 
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to the writing. Occasional less precise choices (it won’t turn… a lot of features… we still got 
results) only slightly detract from the overall level of formality.  

Furthermore, whilst the first person (I think this is because… I can see that… I would time 
the beans) is used appropriately to provide the original hypothesis and to reflect on the 
outcome, the use of more impersonal subjects (The reason for this conclusion is… there is 
[a good distribution of space and weight]… it is probable that… the aspect of human error 
[played a key factor]) successfully foregrounds the experiment, supporting the more 
objective tone required. 

In the information text (piece C), scientific names (Panthera concolor… Felidae) and 
precise vocabulary choices (interbreed… carnivorous… predator… prey… solitary… stalk… 
originating… continent) reinforce the knowledgeable and authoritative tone, whilst 
expanded noun phrases (the grasping of prey… a unique way of hunting… a highly 
developed sense of smell… the plentiful supply of food) support the concise provision of 
detail. Assured use of fronted adverbials (To help catch their prey… Despite originating 
from North America… For reasons unknown), an agentless passive (it was shipped to this 
warmer continent) and the somewhat formal “one reason being” convey the objective voice 
of the expert, whilst deliberate vocabulary choices (unique… incredibly… struggled… 
thrived) indicate the writer’s respect for the creature’s propensity for survival. 

Whilst the historical narratives (piece D) both relate to World War 2, and deliberately deploy 
language reminiscent of the period (counted our pennies… reading my comic… The 
wireless was on… “Evacuees with me!”), the level of formality is, however, adapted 
according to form and purpose.  

The diary (piece D) deliberately creates a sense of easy familiarity through the use of 
discourse markers (Anyway, when I finally… Anyway, there was a), phrasal verbs (started 
off… headed down … freaked out… looking at), imprecise verbs (to get some tasty… we 
got outside), question tags (That was Neville Chamberlain’s voice wasn’t it?), sentence 
fragments (Comical) and a casual aside (which it wasn’t), whilst the use of the subjunctive 
(If I were king) is wholly appropriate. 

In contrast, grammar is manipulated in the companion third-person narrative (piece D) to 
suggest a lack of familiarity and a sense of unease. The opening paragraph, which depicts 
the separation of a group of child evacuees from their parents, is densely packed with 
expanded noun phrases modified by relative clauses (the platform – on which hundreds of 
forlorn and bleary-eyed mothers said their final farewells… a sadness that had never been 
felt before… the callous demon, which would take them from their homes… the guard, who 
gave them a long stern stare), creating a heaviness that reflects the misery of the subject 
matter. The agentless passive (Nothing was said) and use of impersonal subjects (called an 
urgent femenine voice… a strong firm grip caught his arm… boomed a voice) convey a 
sense of indifference, emphasising the vulnerability of the solitary evacuee on arrival at his 
destination. 

Similarly, in the continuation of a chapter from ‘One More River’ (piece E), the deliberate 
use of nouns and noun phrases (The welling of tears... a sense of raw bitterness... The 
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familiar chirp of birds... the gushing of water... her parents’ cruelty) supports the intensity of 
Lesley’s mood, whilst contrasting effectively with Lee’s elliptical – and somewhat offhand – 
response (Could be worse). 

The letter to the headteacher (piece F) maintains a level of formality appropriate to its 
recipient and the significance of its subject matter, whilst never losing sight of the writer’s 
strength of feeling about the issue. Apt and considered choices of vocabulary (unnecessary 
pressure… required strategies… deeply worried… spiralling effect… valuable measure… 
mental well-being) work in tandem with passive constructions (are not equipped… has 
certainly been caused by… the situation that is thrust upon them), use of the perfect form (I 
have chosen to write… I have seen… has caused them to consequently misbehave) and 
avoidance of contracted verb forms (I have personally coped… I am also concerned) to 
sustain the measured and polite tone. This is interwoven with the greater informality of 
personal references and shared experiences (I have family who are quite open at home 
when talking… halted clubs for ‘the time being’… snappiness in an otherwise laid-back 
teacher) and less precise choices (gets the best out of us… to get your progress and 
attainment measures) which are indicative of a topic close to the writer’s heart and, quite 
possibly, their familiarity with the recipient. 

The pupil can use the range of punctuation taught at key stage 2 
correctly (e.g. semi-colons, dashes, colons, hyphens) and, when 
necessary, use such punctuation precisely to enhance meaning and 
avoid ambiguity 

A range of punctuation is used correctly, for example: 

• commas to clarify meaning 
o Without warning, the noises abruptly came to a halt (piece A) 
o The victim suddenly appeared, oblivious to his whereabouts (piece B) 
o … carefully cut the template for the magic bean, being alert to not cutting the 

corners (piece B) 
o Instead of struggling, the coupard thrived in the Sahara, one reason being the 

plentiful supply of food (piece C) 
o … and Mum and Dad sat lifeless, listening carefully (piece D) 
o Dangerous and sharp, her dark eyes settled on John’s body, studying him 

thoroughly (piece D) 
o She mumbled on, her voice muffled as she repeated words... (piece E) 
o First of all, children at the age of eleven are not equipped with… (piece F) 

 
• punctuation to indicate parenthesis 

o Now, more infuriated than he had ever been, he repositioned his body… 
(piece A) 

o … the bean with two marbles was the quickest, for this reason, making my 
hypothesis incorrect (piece B) 

o The coupard (Panthera concolor cougar) is an interbreed of… (piece C) 
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o Then he said we were at war – glumly, as though it was obvious (which it 
wasn’t) (piece D) 

o … the platform – on which hundreds of forlorn and bleary-eyed mothers said 
their final farewells – radiated with a sadness… (piece D) 

o Then, after an age of gulping, she finally... (piece E) 
o … my personal views on what, I believe, is unnecessary pressure… (piece F) 

 
• colons, semi-colons and dashes to mark the boundary between independent clauses 

o … double check that all the corners are taped up – if not, add more tape to 
secure them (piece B) 

o It also has crooked claws and strong hind legs…to climb trees: the shape of 
the claws also supports…prey (piece C) 

o This solitary animal has a unique way of hunting: stalk and ambush (piece C) 
o … we were no longer friends: we were enemies (piece D) 
o … we only had enough money to buy two sweets each; however, it was better 

than no sweets at all (piece D) 
o … I have seen some of my friends and classmates struggle – their anxiety 

during difficult work has caused them to consequently misbehave… (piece F) 
 

• hyphens to avoid ambiguity 
o … world-class hearing… (piece C) 
o … emerald-coloured eyes… (piece D) 
o … square-shouldered man… (piece D) 
o … bleary-eyed… (piece E) 
o … the build-up of homework… (piece F) 
o … mental well-being… (piece F) 

When necessary, punctuation is used precisely to enhance meaning and avoid ambiguity. 
For example, commas are used to avoid miscues (Without warning, the noises abruptly 
came to a halt… cautiously scanning his surroundings, once again the gloom sweeping 
over him in a curtain of black… The victim suddenly appeared, oblivious to his 
whereabouts) and to indicate where relative clauses provide additional, non-essential 
information (the black rosettes, which come from the leopard, helping it to blend in... 
Hurrying past the guard, who gave them a long stern stare, they boarded the train). They 
are also used to control long, multi-clause sentences (Now, more infuriated than he had 
ever been, he repositioned his body, determined to end this embarrassment of a murder… 
Using this formula [mass x accelaration = force], I can see that when using three marbles, 
there is less space in the magic bean and, when using one marble, there is more space, but 
not much weight when turning, so it cannot propel itself at speed... She fled from Lee, her 
ragged dress flying out behind her, leaving her boyfriend dumbstruck, his eyes raised in 
utter shock). 

The use of a colon to mark the boundary between independent clauses is particularly well 
chosen in both the information text (piece C) (This solitary animal has a unique way of 
hunting: stalk and ambush) and in the wartime diary (piece D) (From then on, we were no 
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longer friends: we were enemies) where the clause that follows the colon elaborates on the 
information in the clause that precedes it. 
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Key stage 2 English writing training exercise 4 
commentaries 
Pupil D – working at the expected standard 
This collection includes:  

A) a short adventure story 
B) a manifesto 
C) a modern-day version of ‘Macbeth’ 
D) an information text 
E) a formal letter 

All of the statements for ‘working towards the expected standard’ and ‘working at the 
expected standard’ are met.  

The pupil can write effectively for a range of purposes and audiences, 
selecting language that shows good awareness of the reader (e.g. the 
use of the first person in a diary; direct address in instructions and 
persuasive writing) 

Across the collection, the pupil writes effectively for a range of purposes and audiences. A 
short adventure story (piece A), in which 2 friends battle to escape an unknown oppressor, 
is set in the heart of the jungle. A manifesto sets out the policies the pupil would adopt 
should they be elected as prime minister. A modern-day version of ‘Macbeth’ incorporates a 
plot to murder the queen. An information text profiles the blue whale. A formal letter 
expresses concerns about the lack of provision for those suffering from mental illness. 

The first-person narrative of the adventure story (piece A) reflects the style of the source 
stimulus, allowing the reader to share in the thoughts and experiences of the protagonist as 
events unfold (I found myself stranded... we weren’t alone... The quickly approaching feet 
made us realise). Some effective use of the language of adventure fiction creates a sense 
of danger, risk and excitement (sent shivers down my spine... unknown creatures lurking... 
the mysterious voice... a piercing scream), demonstrating a secure awareness of purpose 
and audience.  

The first person is also appropriately deployed in the manifesto (piece B). The use of the 
personal pronoun ‘I’ hints at a willingness to shoulder responsibility (May I be so bold as to 
develop... I request... I urge), whilst the first-person pronoun ‘we’ is used to present the 
Turtle Party’s policies (we would include every citizen... We will do everything in our power) 
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and to tug at the audience’s collective conscience (that we have disposed on). There is an 
attempt to replicate the rhetoric of a political speech, presenting some convincing 
arguments (sea creatures are becoming extinct... far too many patients are being left to wait 
for hours in A+E) to secure the public vote. 

In contrast to the adventure story, the modern-day version of ‘Macbeth’ (piece C) adopts a 
third-person narrative to weave a contemporary tale based on Shakespeare’s play, 
including the return of 2 compatriots from war (Afghanistan is in the past), the prophecies of 
a group of strangers (we will tell you your future), a conspiracy against the monarch (a plan 
to poison the queen’s wine) and the untimely demise of the protagonist (a knife through his 
heart). Language captures the spirit of the original scene on the heath (His voice echoed 
down the tunnels... whispers coming from behind them... The homeless men spoke as one), 
whilst choices of vocabulary show good awareness of the reader (staggered... defence... 
crystal... cautiously... commanders... honour... sneak... distracted... hideous). 

The rhetorical question at the start of the information text (piece D) acts to engage the 
reader, immediately cueing them into the subject and hinting at the writer’s enthusiasm for 
their topic (Do you view Blue Whales in the same way as I do?). The semi-formal style of 
commentary, reflective of that used by Attenborough, presents information from both a 
universal (According to common opinion they are dangerous mammals) and personal (but I 
consider them as the majestic creatures that they really are) perspective, whilst also 
imparting scientific facts (The Blue Whale’s diet includes krill, and shrimp).  

The letter to the House of Commons (piece E) adheres to the conventional form and layout, 
including an appropriately formal salutation (Dear Sir) and closing (Yours sincerely). The 
measured, formal tone of the opening paragraphs is wholly appropriate, establishing the 
writer’s depth of feeling (to express my deep concerns) and presenting factual information 
(one in seven young people will suffer from mental illness). However, this is not sustained 
throughout – whilst the impassioned plea for funding (I emplore you to dedicate more 
money) supports the writer’s perspective, the inappropriate use of a direct quotation signals 
a loss of formality (One group member, Bob, said, “My group experience…”), as does the 
hint of overfamiliarity in the closing remark to the minister (I look forward to hearing your 
reply). 

The pupil can, in narratives, describe settings, characters and 
atmosphere 

Settings, characters and atmosphere are described within the 2 fictional narratives. 

In the short adventure story (piece A), tension builds as the action advances. The opening 
description of the setting evokes an atmosphere of danger (a dark, gloomy jungle... The 
smell of poisonous smoke... loud echoing sticks cracking), whilst the thoughts of the 
narrator inject an element of suspense (the terrifying sensation that we weren’t alone). The 
fear felt by the friends becomes increasingly palpable (shivers down my spine... petrified 
expression... a piercing scream) as does the narrator’s feeling of vulnerability (I was alone). 
The identity of the perpetrators is withheld (creatures lurking... heard someone) and the 
reader momentarily misled (a dark shadow... It was Jonny) before the tension builds again 
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(the mysterious voice... The sound of a slamming door and a reloading gun... quickly 
approaching feet... Two broad overgrown men staring aggressively), prompting a fitting 
climax to the scene (But did Jonny make it?).  

The modern-day version of ‘Macbeth’ (piece C) transposes the protagonists from the 
loneliness of the heath to the echoing tunnels of the London underground. Atmosphere is 
portrayed through a subtle build-up of tension (heard whispers coming from behind them... 
Suddenly from the dark entrance, came four homeless worn out men... begging for money), 
whilst the accusations of the guest (The guards have killed the Queen – poison is in their 
pockets) suggest an air of panic within the palace.  

Zac’s character has seemingly been shaped by his experience in Afghanistan – his 
instinctive reaction at the sight of “something shiny” (Thinking it was a gun... pulled his out 
in defence) and to the offering of the crystals (cautiously reached out) suggests a 
nervousness borne out of the need to protect himself against any perceived threat. The 
ruthless ambition of Zac and his wife is conveyed through the execution of their somewhat 
far-fetched plan (sneak in some poison... distracted the Queen), whilst Zac’s initial reaction 
to his wife’s dark deed further evidences a callous desire to become king (he could feel the 
golden crown on his head... sarcastic sobs of joy). However, his troubled dream (a hideous 
dream filled with guilt) and his unexplained demise are suggestive of a guilty conscience 
and an element of remorse. 

The pupil can integrate dialogue in narratives to convey character and 
advance the action 

In both the short adventure story (piece A) and the modern-day version of ‘Macbeth’ (piece 
C), dialogue is used to convey character and advance the action. 

The well-placed snippets of dialogue in the short adventure story (piece A) act to 
emphasise moments of tension. Overheard by the narrator, the hushed words of an 
unknown perpetrator allude to their devious nature (They have fallen for the trick; let’s get 
prepared!), effectively alerting the reader to the impending danger. The narrator’s frantic 
whispered warning (We need to get out of here... They want to kill us!) provokes an 
involuntary reaction from his companion (a piercing scream) which advances the action by 
revealing their whereabouts, whilst the desperation of the situation is captured through a 
final, emphatic command (Run!). 

The more extensive use of dialogue in the modern-day version of ‘Macbeth’ (piece C) 
interweaves with the narrative throughout. The opening conversation captures the carefree 
and optimistic mood of the 2 companions, whilst contextualising their situation for the reader 
(back where we belong... Afghanistan is in the past... look to the future). Dialogue acts as a 
vehicle through which the homeless men deliver their prophecy (You have a bright-future – 
you will be General... Daniel, your daughter and son will be second commanders of war), 
advancing the action and setting up the catalyst for the conspiracy (I received a letter 
today... The queen has invited you to go for tea). Zac’s shock (“O....kay,” replied Zac 
aghast) is dealt with somewhat abruptly as the plot advances and the deadly plan is 
hatched. The hysterical accusation made by the guest confirms to the reader that the queen 
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is, indeed, dead (The guards have killed the Queen – poison is in their pockets), paving the 
way for the tragic conclusion. 

The pupil can select vocabulary and grammatical structures that reflect 
what the writing requires, doing this mostly appropriately (e.g. using 
contracted forms in dialogues in narrative; using passive verbs to affect 
how information is presented; using modal verbs to suggest degrees of 
possibility) 

Across the collection, choices of vocabulary and grammatical structures are mostly 
appropriate to what the writing requires. 

Clause structures within the short adventure story (piece A) support the purpose of the 
writing. There is confident use of subordination, including relative clauses, to present 
related points concisely (smoke brushed past my nose which sent shivers down my spine... 
the terrifying sensation that we weren’t alone... As I sat up, pinned with fear to a damp tree, 
I saw some flashing lights... made us realise that our time was running out). Fronted 
clauses convey a sense of immediacy (Staring at Jonny’s petrified expression... As we ran 
for our lives), although the use of ‘ing’ verbs is somewhat repetitive (Staring... Thinking... 
Peering... Scanning... Trying). Preposition phrases act adverbially to paint in small details 
which help to convey setting and atmosphere (with my best friend – Jonny... over a tree 
root... without realising... through the ever-densing mist... between the jungle leaves... on 
the other side of the clearing).  

Within the manifesto (piece B), the writer deploys some of the formal grammatical 
structures explored as a class. Although phrasing is repetitive, the subjunctive is used 
appropriately to declare the aspirations of the party leader (I request that all plastic items be 
abolished... I urge that the NHS be given more funding... May I also request that more 
mental health nurses be trained), whilst the modal verb ‘may’ conveys a politeness of tone 
(May I be so bold). Use of the present perfect (we have disposed... have been on a waiting 
list) and the progressive form of the passive (patients are being left) signals the significance 
of past actions and the ongoing gravity of the situation. There is some effective use of co-
ordination and subordination – the co-ordinating conjunction ‘but’ emphasises the lack of 
treatment for mental health patients (individuals are in desperate need of support but have 
been on a waiting list), the fronted subordinate clause (If the Turtle party was in charge) 
qualifies the party’s conditional offer should they be elected, whilst relative clauses expand 
noun phrases, providing an emotive illustration of the issues to be addressed (the plastic 
that we have disposed on the beach... a 10 year old boy, who was bleeding from a gash in 
his leg). Vocabulary supports the purpose of writing, combining more formal language 
(citizen... request... disposed... provide... conclude... necessary) with the emotive stance of 
the writer (innocent... suffocating... fate... desperate). 

In the information text (piece D), fronted adverbials and multiple clauses within sentences 
link related points (As the largest animal on Earth, it is a spectacular sight to see the blue 
back and white stomach appear in the ocean). Reflecting Attenborough’s style of delivery, 
expanded noun phrases, occasionally modified by relative clauses, contribute to a 
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passionate and knowledgeable stance (a spectacular sight... its colour which matches the 
habitat where they live... the average individual whale... the same size as a car). Despite 
some repetition (majestic... creatures), vocabulary reflects the requirements of the writing 
(common opinion... treated... spectacular... consume... roam... existence) and includes 
scientific terminology (mammals... habitat... krill... tonnes... calf... lungs... litres). 

The vocabulary and grammatical structures deployed in the letter to a government minister 
(piece E) are mostly reflective of an appropriately formal tone. The impersonal ‘it’ passive 
construction (it has been reported) conveys a detached and objective stance, although 
there is some loss of impact through the bracketed inclusion of the agent (by NHS mental 
health nurses), implying that data has been procured from only a limited sector of society. 
The knowledgeable stance of the writer is, however, reiterated through the use of an 
agentless passive, suggesting that the facts presented are underpinned by research (It has 
been scientifically proven). Fronted clauses are used to good effect, foregrounding a 
degree of conciliation (Although we recognise that money is being spent), the gathering of 
intelligence (After interviewing members of the public) and a potential solution (If the 
government organised more regular groups). Vocabulary generally supports the intended 
formality of the writing and is often precise (express... deep concerns... decrease... 
ongoing... dedicate... reduce... interaction... significantally... consideration). 

The pupil can use a range of devices to build cohesion (e.g. 
conjunctions, adverbials of time and place, pronouns, synonyms) within 
and across paragraphs 

A range of devices is used to build cohesion within and across paragraphs.  

In the short adventure story (piece A), the opening adverbial (Deep in the middle of a dark, 
gloomy jungle) places the reader in the midst of the setting, whilst repetitive patterning 
supports the piecing together of the scene (The smell of...The sound of). First-person 
pronouns (I found myself stranded... we weren’t alone... staring aggressively at us), 
determiners (my best friend… our time was running out) and synonymous subject 
references (the unknown creatures... the mysterious voice... There they were... Two broad 
overgrown men) aid cohesion, whilst adverbials, typically introduced by ‘ing’ verbs (Staring 
at Jonny’s petrified expression… Peering into the lit jungle clearing), support the underlying 
chronology of events. 

Following a brief introduction to the generic aim of the Turtle Party, each potential policy is 
referenced by a subheading, as is the brief conclusion which links back to the content of the 
manifesto (piece B) (We will do everything... to make these changes for you). Some limited 
cohesion is achieved within and across paragraphs through the occasional use of 
adverbials (Every year ... Additionally) as well as pronouns and determiners (What have 
they done to suffer this fate?...This has to improve... We will do everything).  

Subheadings are also used in the information text (piece D), signposting the reader to 
specific aspects of the blue whale. Within and across sections, cohesion is predominantly 
achieved through the use of synonymous subject references (dangerous mammals... 
majestic creatures... the royalty of the sea... the largest animal on Earth).  
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A range of cohesive devices is deployed throughout the modern-day version of ‘Macbeth’ 
(piece C), establishing links within and across paragraphs. Determiners and pronouns 
reference nouns and noun phrases, building cohesion and avoiding repetition (...said 
Daniel. His voice echoed... four homeless worn out men. They slowly staggered... Zac sat 
up... In his mind, he could feel). Adverbials support the chronology of events (Suddenly 
from the dark entrance... After giving them some money... As Zac entered his house... Later 
that night... As she took a sip of her wine... Within minutes... That night... The next morning) 
and dialogue acts to set up consequential outcomes (we will tell you your future... The 
queen has invited you to tea). 

In the formal letter (piece E), related points are developed through a sequence of logically 
ordered paragraphs. Within and across paragraphs, information is linked through the use of 
adverbials (Firstly... By providing... After interviewing... As a government minister) and 
conjunctions (Although we recognise... If the government organised). The noun phrase (this 
ongoing issue) embedded in the fronted clause (To resolve this ongoing issue) neatly picks 
up and expands on the aforementioned lack of funding. The forceful concluding assertion 
(you have the power) echoes the earlier personal plea (I emplore you) for direct 
intervention. 

The pupil can use verb tenses consistently and correctly throughout 
their writing 

Verb tenses are used consistently and correctly throughout the writing.  

Past and present tense verb forms, including those which are irregular, are used 
appropriately and correctly throughout both fictional narratives. There is predominant use of 
the simple past (They heard... men spoke... it was a gun... Zac’s wife managed... she took... 
Zac sat up… I found... we had... I saw... I stopped... made us realise... it became... did 
Jonny make it?), whilst the simple present (we are back... Afghanistan is in the past… We 
need... They want) is used in dialogue, as is the present perfect to convey past actions 
which have current relevance (has given... has invited... have killed… have fallen). 

In the manifesto (piece B), verb tenses are selected according to purpose. The present 
progressive (sea creatures are becoming extinct), including the passive form (patients are 
being left), indicates ongoing situations. The simple present highlights the current state of 
affairs (innocent sea creaturs die... individuals are in desperate need). The past progressive 
in the expanded noun phrase (a 10 year old boy, who was bleeding from a gash in his leg) 
acts in conjunction with the past passive (was left) to emphasise the prolonged suffering of 
the child. The present perfect (we have disposed... have been on a waiting list) indicates 
past actions that are relevant to the party’s agenda.  

Verb tenses are well managed within the formal letter (piece E). Present tense forms 
indicate actions in progress (I am writing... money is being spent) and express both opinion 
(people do not feel... you have the power) and anticipation (We hope... I look forward), 
whilst the present perfect passive form adds weight to the argument (it has been reported... 
it has been scientifically proven). 
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The pupil can use the range of punctuation taught at key stage 2 mostly 
correctly (e.g. inverted commas and other punctuation to indicate direct 
speech) 

A range of punctuation is used mostly correctly – for example:  

• commas to mark fronted adverbials and clauses  
o Peering into the lit jungle clearing, I suddenly heard someone... (piece A) 
o Every year, over 100,000 innocent sea creaturs die... (piece B) 
o Thinking it was a gun, Zac pulled out his in defence... (piece C) 
o As the largest animal on Earth, it is a spectacular sight... (piece D) 
o As a government minister, you have the power... (piece E) 

 
• commas and brackets for parenthesis 

o As I sat up, pinned with fear to a damp tree, I saw some flashing lights... 
(piece A) 

o A 10 year old boy, who was bleeding from a gash in his leg, was left... (piece 
B) 

o The name, Blue Whale, is due to its colour... (piece D) 
o ... they reported that social interaction (particularly outside in organised 

groups) was extremely beneficial (piece E) 
 

• dashes to mark the boundary between independent clauses 
o ... we had the same idea – run! (piece A) 
o “You have a bright future – you will be General in the army and King…” (piece 

C) 
o We hope you take these views into consideration – I look forward to hearing 

your reply (piece E) 
 

• semi-colons to mark the boundary between independent clauses: 
o “They have fallen for the trick; let’s get prepared!” (piece A) 
o ... I urge that the NHS be given more funding to provide necessary care to 

people in need; far too many patients are being left to wait for hours in A+E... 
(piece B) 
 

• speech punctuation 
o “We need to get out of here,” I whispered frantically (piece A) 
o “The guards have killed the Queen – poison is in their pockets,” screamed one 

of the guests (piece C) 
 

• hyphens to avoid ambiguity 
o … the ever-densing mist… (piece A) 
o ... people’s sense of well-being... (piece E) 
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The pupil can spell correctly most words from the year 5/year 6 spelling 
list and use a dictionary to check the spelling of uncommon or more 
ambitious vocabulary 

Words from the statutory year 5/6 spelling list are correctly spelt (aggressively... develop… 
communities... necessary... individuals... desperate... accordingly... stomach... average... 
marvellously... existence... recognise… excellent... opportunities... leisure... equipment... 
government... variety... sincerely).  

The spelling of more ambitious vocabulary is mostly correct (aghast... abruptly... hideous... 
echoing... expression... cautiously... mysterious... magnificent... depression... anxiety... 
beneficial), suggesting possible use of a dictionary. 

The pupil can maintain legibility in joined handwriting when writing at 
speed 

Handwriting is joined and legible. 

Why is the collection not awarded the higher standard? 

The collection cannot be awarded ‘working at greater depth within the expected standard’ 
because the ‘pupil can’ statements are not met.  

Although the pupil writes effectively for a range of purposes and audiences, there is only 
limited evidence of their ability to draw independently on what they have read as models for 
their own writing. Whilst language is mostly appropriate and, at times, precise, showing 
good awareness of the reader, the collection as a whole lacks the rich and diverse 
vocabulary, drawn from wider reading, required to evidence the higher standard (Two broad 
overgrown men… they got on the train and went home… you can make this come true… 
there would be a huge improvement). Furthermore, it is often repetitive (we had the same 
idea – run! As we ran…Jonny kept running… I request… May I also request… the majestic 
creatures… These creatures… this magnificent creature… a marvellously majestic 
creature).  

Similarly, whilst pieces are appropriately structured – for example, through the use of a 
basic chronology in the fictional narratives (pieces B and C) and the use of subheadings to 
organise non-fiction writing – development is limited, sometimes resulting in overly-abrupt 
endings (The next morning, Zac’s wife found him with a knife through his heart) and a lack 
of detail (Appearance… the largest animal on Earth… blue back and white stomach… its 
colour which matches the habitat where they live). 

The pupil is beginning to distinguish between the language of speech and writing through 
selection of the appropriate register. For example, formal grammatical structures in the 
letter (piece E) augment the gravity of the argument, which is provided further weight by the 
avoidance of contracted forms. However, the inappropriate introduction of the quotation 
(Bob, said) and the somewhat familiar request for a response (I look forward to hearing your 
reply) demonstrate an inability to sustain an assured and conscious control over levels of 
formality.  
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The pupil is starting to manipulate grammar – for example, through the use of fronted 
clauses (Thinking that this could be an escape from the unknown creatures). However, 
although this shows good awareness of the reader, it does not sufficiently demonstrate 
assured or conscious control, especially when writing for more formal contexts (that we 
have disposed on the beach... the habitat where they live... one group member, Bob, said). 

Punctuation is not always used precisely to enhance meaning and avoid ambiguity. The 
range of punctuation taught at KS2 is used mostly correctly. However, the occasional 
omission of commas results in loss of meaning (smoke brushed my nose which sent shivers 
up my spine… They slowly staggered towards Daniel and Zac begging for money… 
Although we recognise that money is being spent to decrease the numbers of people 
suffering with mental health people do not feel this is enough). Related clauses are typically 
joined through the use of co-ordinating conjunctions – however, there are times when a 
colon or semi-colon would ensure greater precision and concision. 
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